Sexy Flower Dads

TRIUMPH OR TRAGEDY
to the Rescue

Nice to meet you
Hereby I present a Transmedia Storytelling
concept for The Flower Council of Holland.
In this report I will provide you as a
reader with a short research and distinct
background information on the company,
followed by a disquisition of several past and
recent campaigns as executed by the council itself.
After doing so I will introduce you to a
whole new concept calles ‘Talking Flowers.’
This concept will go back to the basis. What
are flowers used for, what do flowers tell us
and what do we actually say with flowers?
I am hoping to give you useful insights and
concrete advice on how to bring such
a transmedia storytelling concept to life.
Please enjoy reading!

Yours Sincerely,

Danielle van Berkom
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TREATMENT

Chapter 1. Background Research
1.1. Start of the Brand
Bloemenbureau Holland, or The Flower Council of Holland was founded in 1980. It is a non-profit
organisation in the marketing and promotion or advertising business with at this moment 14 employees.
Three of them represent the council abroad, one in Paris, one in London and one in Essen. The employees
form a team consisting of a mixture of creative marketing and communication specialists, campaign
managers and supporting professionals.
1.2 Products & Services
The Flower Council of Holland is an independent foundation with the task to consistently keep flowers
and plants at the top of European consumer’s. The organisation is funded by domestic and foreign
growers that are members of FloraHolland and their trading customers.
The head office is located in Honselersdijk in the South-West of The Netherlands.
The Flower Council of Holland has had many campaigns over the years, examples are
- ‘Favourite Flower’
- ‘Vitaminplants for Men’
- ‘Command Cupid’
- ‘The Green Gallery’ (online magazine)
Their main campaign is ‘Mooi wat bloemen doen’ or ‘Funny how flowers do that’, which is an
example of an initiative brought to life in 2012. It aims to let people experience that
flowers bring complete happiness. The Flower Council of Holland promotes flowers and plants to
consumers in a number of European countries.
Platforms provide handy tips, fun promotions,
flower news and inspiring images. The mission of this brand is to make everyone that little bit happier!
The Flower Council of Holland uses the platforms of the brand brand ‘Mooi wat bloemen doen’ or
‘Funny how flowers do that’ for promotional goals. Not only is there a Dutch and an English version,
there is also a French and a German version called ‘Toll was blumen machen’ and ‘La Joie des Fleurs’.
(Flower Council of Holland, 2016)
1.3 Problems & Opportunities
The platforms used by The Flower Council of Holland do give general information on
flowers but unlike the other campaigns they use to strongly communicate their brand and
product, they do not bring this piece of the puzzle to life. What is missing is the link between
the brand and its customers by using different sorts of media on behalf of general information.
By using experience videos, colour explanations, competitions and so, customers can be
motivated to actually bond with the brand while obtaining knowledge on flowers, colours and meanings.
1.4 Target Audience & 1.5 Brand Identity
The target audience of the brand seems to be mainly women aged 25 until 55-years-old
because, likes on Facebook show a majority in this target group. The brand identity is very feminine.
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1.6 Current Story
The website gives an overview of the services and campaigns provided. The main focus of the website
is on providing information on who they are, what they do, campaigns, trends and tools. There is an
agenda on the homepage that shows highlights of every month including a flower of the month button.
There is a strong communication on ways to connect to the brand such as social media links,
collaboration, research tools and a store locator.
The story The Flower Council is already telling is how flowers and plants can be a key point on our daily
agenda. Flowers and plants make us happy. The Flower Council of Holland communicates such with
commercial, consumer campaigns and social media channels such as Facebook and LinkedIn.
Campaigns are the way to connect with consumers. Some campaigns run by the
council are that successful that they become part of the culture of the company. An example is
‘The Houseplant of the Month’ and ‘The Flower of the Month’. Every month the company puts a spotlight on an
attractive houseplant or flower. This is being picked up by consumers on a wide range as well as
by the press with as a goal to motivate the press to white about plants and flowers every month.
The Flower Council of Holland campaigns are not just popular with consumers but also
with specialists in the marketing and advertising industry. The council has won the Esprix
price which is an advertising award for campaigns which excel in terms of strategy and creativity.
To dive deeper into the brand and its successful campaigns I will list an overview of past and recent
campaigns by The Flower Council of Holland:
Command Cupid
This Valentine’s Day campaign makes people feel what a delight it is to give someone a flower. The casting
member dressed up as Cupid had one goal this day: to help consumers find love. During the day Cupid
wandered through the streets of Paris and Berlin, equipped with a high-tech bow that had a built-in
smartphone and camera in search of consumer’s ‘love at first digital sight’. Consumers could follow
Cupid’s journey and once they would spot a potential lover on the camera they could Command
Cupid. By doing so Cupid would hand the consumer’s potential lover a rose on his or her behalf. Their
reaction could be followed live by downloading the app ‘Periscope’.
The campaign was all about letting Cupid’s rose help turn romance into a love story.
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Vitamin Plant for Men
The best care product for the home according to The Flower Council because in
recent years more men have taken to using care products for themselves, such as skin products.
Therefore The Flower Council of Holland did not want to be left behind. This is why they came up with
vitamin plants for men: strong and tough plants in pots with manly designs, for an irresistible home.
One of the mediums used for this campaign was a video with a panel of three men
discussing their love for plants. In the video they talkes about what it does for their homes,
how it is not just a female thing to have plants and that it in general is attractive to women to
have plants in home as a man since it would let women think you can take care of something.

Favourite Flower
In 2012 The Flower Council promoted a new campaign in France and the United Kingdom calls
Favourite Flower (Fleur Preferee). The campaign focussed on consumer awareness and mind-set.
By asking two questions the council wanted to make flowers an everyday topic of conversation
because, so stated the council, once top of mind consumers will buy flower more easily.
The two questions asked were:
- ‘what is your favourite flower?’
- ‘do you know the favourite flower of your best friend?’
(Mooi wat planten doen, 2016)
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During the campaign consumers were invited to
visit the website and to select their favourite
flower. They were given a helping hand by showing
a large selection of flowers with extra information on
those sorts shown. The visitors of the website were
also challenged to predict their best friend’s
favourite flower. Through Social Media they had
the opportunity to invite their best friend to join. If
predicted right they both had the chance to win a
bunch of their favourite flowers. The Council believes
giving someone their favourite flowers transforms an
ordinary bouquet into a personal gift. The way the
campaign was communicated was by making use
of another women’s favourite things: handsome men.

The Green Gallery
The Green Gallery is a unique and innovative
online magazine that was launched in Rijksmuseum
Amsterdam in 2015. The passage under
museum was transformed into a real green
gallery that was built to bring the online world of the
magazine to life. The magazine shows the beauty of
nature in a whole new and exciting way. It is very
artistic In the magazine and during the event at the
Rijksmuseum flowers and plants acted as contemporary
sources of inspiration for fashion-, art-, design- and
interior-lovers.The magazine presents flowers and plants
in an aesthetically appealing and distinctive way.
(The Green Gallery, 2016)
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1.7 Backstory
Consumers on forehand should be aware of the non-profit status of the company and brand. The campaigns are mainly brought to customers to create awareness and
a top of mind status on flowers and plants. This Transmedia Storytelling Campaign will be
created to be able to give insight in sorts of flowers, the social meaning of sorts of
flowers, the impact of colour and the way flowers can give an emotional meaning to a gesture.

Chapter 2. tagline
Tiumph or Tragedy: A little help from the Sexy Flower Dads

Sexy Flower Dads

TRIUMPH OR TRAGEDY
to the Rescue

2.1 Behind the tagline
Triump or Tragedy: Sexy Flower Dads to the rescue
The tagline as can be seen above has multiple dimensions. First of all flowers are the perfect gift for tons
of events and in all circumstances., whether it’s a triumph or a tragedy. Think of a birthday, the birth of a
child, a marriage, any kind of celebration calls for flowers. All sorts of flowers can suit a certain situation
just right. So do flowers when it comes to less festive events such as funerals, memorials and goodbye
notes.
Besides the fact that flowers are a perfect gift they also tell a story. A story not many people are
familiar with. This can lead to either a triumph or a tragedy, because everybody knows roses are for
love, but did you know black roses are meant for a break-up? And everybody associates tulips with
spring and happiness, but did you know yellow tulips tell someone their love is impossible?Flowers can
be used to actually tell a story, only if you know the true meaning!
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Chapter 3. synopsis
3.1 First Encounter

						NAME: Sam & Julie						
							

					Age: 5 & 7 years old

								

		Occupation: Student & little flower heroes

		Favorite Flower: Pink Roses & Marguerite

“

Hi,

We are Sam and Julie, We are 5 and 7 years old and we love to play outside. Sam’s favourite flowers
are pink roses as they stand for ‘puppy love’. “And I love puppies!” Although our dad said it is not
about dogs... He loves batman movies and he plays hide and seek all day. Julie’s favourites are
marguerites and those stand for innocence. She loves everything pink and purple and is crazy about
Barbie. Her biggest wish is to become a princess. “But being a superhero is really cool too!”
By the way, have you met our dad yet?
No?
You should!
We have to tell you we have got the super coolest dad in the world! He looks normal but he knows
everything about flowers, and then he changes into his superhero suit and he helps people and, and....
Well, we help him too, you know!

”

Just wait until you meet him, he is probably around somewhere!

3.1 A short story
‘Life isn’t all roses’ as they say. For the Flower Dads it actually is: Saving the day picking the right flowers
for the right moments to help us say what we really want to say. And what help is more welcome than
help brough by a sexy man?
the sexy flower dads are normal dads, they bring their kids to school, make their sandwiches with jam
and peanutbuter, they go to work, play soccer with their sons, drink a beer with their friends, do the
laundry and cook dinner. But nothing is what it seems. These flower dads know everything about flowers.
If someone, anyone, is likely to give the wrong flowers to aomeone else for e specific occasion, these
dads will come to the rescue! These dads have superpowers (mainly existing of their knowledge and
sexy looks) and their little helpers, when free from school, are the heroes of the story!
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3.2 Applying 12 steps of a hero
Sexy dad flowerheroes and their little helpers surprise flowershoppers and help them prevent flower
tragedies
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
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Ordinary World: This step refers to the hero’s normal life at the start of the story, before the
adventure begins. The story is about handsome dads who are perfectly normal fathers. They
bring their kids to school, go to work, cook dinner and they drink a beer with their friends.
Call to Adventure: The hero is faced with something that makes him begin his adventure.
This might be a problem or a challenge he needs to overcome.
These dads have an instinct for detecting flower issues. They help men and women choose the
right flowers for any occasion.
Refusal of the Call: The hero attempts to refuse the adventure because he is afraid.
The dad sees the Unknowing sneak peeking around the corner, ready to be impulsive and add
some extra drama to the situation. The Unknowing tends to impulsively make the wrong choices
when it comes to flowers, which disturbs messages people would like to get across.
Meeting with the Mentor: The hero encounters someone who can give him advice and
ready him for the journey ahead. The daddy has noticed the issue and alarms his kids, the
little flower heroes, who always help their dads conquering impulsivity. Kids are honest and
straight to the point. Therefore they know exactly how to identify any situation good or bad, so
their dads can choose the right flowers. (kids can only help when they are not at school…)
Crossing the First Threshold: The hero leaves his ordinary world for the first time and
crosses the threshold into adventure. Dad identifies the issue with the help of the little flower
heroes, his kids. He changes his suit, or actually undresses and runs towards the situation, faster
than light.
Tests, Allies, Enemies: The hero learns the rules of his new world. During this time, he endures 		
tests of strength of will, meets friends, and comes face to face with foes. Daddy and his kids have
many friends with the same goals, dads with their kids, ready to help the world tell stories with
the use of flowers. The Unknowing tries to steal the right flowers and tries to replace them with
flowers with the opposite message, not because he is a villain, but because he just does not 		
know. Preferably he even changes flowers that say ‘I love you’ to ‘I’ts over’ or from ‘happy birth		
day’ to ‘my condolences’. Impulsive Unknowing! Luckily the Unknowing is being watched by the
Conscience, who tells him to think twice and wait for the heroes to show up.
Approach: Setbacks occur, sometimes causing the hero to try a new approach or adopt new
ideas. Oh no, the Unknowing let a customer make the mistake to buy the wrong bouquet! But
there’s the Conscience who keeps an eye on the whole situation. He alerts the dads to the
rescue!
Ordeal: The hero experiences a major hurdle or obstacle, such as a life or death crisis.
The Unknowing runs, almost tackled the dads, falls and stands up. He is heading for another
Situation to unknowingly influence the victim. But here are the dads, coming from different sides.
They surround him, together with their little helpers, ready to deal with him for once and for all.
Reward: After surviving death, the hero earns his reward or accomplishes his goal.
The Unknowing is being sent off with a big bunch of poppies, for comfort. They tell him he can
join them to get to know everything about flowers so he will be the Knowing from now on. The
heroes save the day by bringing a couple the perfect bouquet with appropriate flowers such as
roses and lilies.
The Road Back: The hero begins his journey back to his ordinary life.
The little flower heroes are now late for school so dad brings them faster than light.
Resurrection Hero - The hero faces a final test where everything is at stake and he must
use everything he has learned. There is a lot of time pressure now, the dads and their kids may
not be uncovered by the teacher! They change into normal clothes and the kids run in just when
the bell rings.
Return with Elixir: The hero brings his knowledge or the “elixir” back to the ordinary world,
where he applies it to help all who remain there. The kids are back at school just in time, ready
for another adventure. The just saved couple walks by with smiles on their faces.

Chapter 4. Characters
4.1 The Heroes - Sexy Flower Daddies

Name: Jake
Age: 33
Marital Status: Single dad of two kids
Occupation: Accountant and parttime hero
Favorite flower: Sun Flowers
Hey, you were the one who met my kids earlier
weren’t you? Well, they probably exaggerated
things a little but it is true that our team make sure
the right flowers get to the right people. It’s not
always easy for us adults, to express our feelings our
thought with words. So, we say things with flowers.
The lack of knowledge on the meaning and message of flowers makes it difficult for people to say
what they want to say. as the message might come
accross in a negative way. This is where step in!
But be aware of the Sabotager, he will try anything
to stop because of something that happened in
the past...
				
Name: Tom
Age: 37
Marital Status: Single dad of one son
Occupation: Fitness instructor and part time hero
Favorite flower: Peony roses
Hi I’m tom, I am a fitness intructor and part of the
Sexy Flower Dads team. Together with my son Charlie we help prevent flower tragedies and turn them
into triumphs. I just came back from another mission. I have to say this one wasn’t so nice but it did
prevent worse. A man wanted to break up with his
girlfriend, not because he didn’t love her anymore,
but it just didn’t work. He bought a cactus... really! I
changed it for yellow tulips becase they delicately
say ‘this love is impossible’. It is important to get the
message across clearly but delicately. You don’t
want to get the cactus thrown at you, do you?

Name: Charlie
Age: 3 years-old
Occupation: Daddy’s little boy & Superhero
Favrorite movie: Tsjuk Tsjuk Train
Favorite Flower: White roses
My name is Charlie and I am a superhero!
I am 3-years-old and love the cartoon movie ‘Tsjuk Tsjuk Train’. My
favourite flower is a white rose. My dad told me that the white rose is
good, just like me...
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Name: The Conscience
Age: 35 years-old
Marital Status: Occupation: Keep an eye on the Unknowing and helps the
		
sexy flower daddies from the impulsive actions by
		
the Unknowing. He also is strong man so he can
		
protect the dads from the harasment of the ladies
Favrorite movie: James Bond: Spectre
Favorite Flower: Red Roses
Hi, I’m your concience and I know I will find my one true love. Are
you the one? The Conscience represents the part in the human
brains where we tend to do the right thing, such as in the moment
wher we pick the colour for the flowers we want to give.
Name: The Unknowing
Age: 35 years-old
Marital Status: Occupation: Ruler of wrong decisions, turning Triomphs into
Tragedies
Favrorite movie: The Game
Favorite Flower: Begonias
Hi, I do not like to reveal my identity. I live in mystery as I am the
Unknowng aspect of this story. Sometimes it seems I have a temper,
BUT I DON’T! I just don’t know how to deal with certain situations
which makes me impulsive and unknowing. The Unknowing
represents the impulsive side of our brains that leads to bad buys,
wrong decisions, stress and anger.
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4.2 The leading role - Flowers
Here’s a list of the true heroes in the story, the heroes that turn situations into a triumph or a tragedy,
these heroes tell the real story:
		

Narcissus			

When I’m with you, the sun shines

		

Hyacint			

You are the only one who truly knows me

		Fresia				Joy
		

Sunflower			

Luck, admiration, vitality

		Geranium			Encounter, friendship
		Gardenia			Secret love
		Poppy				Comfort
		Lily				Luck, You are kind
		

Orange Blossom		

Luck in marriage

		Orchid				Love, beauty, wealth
		Peony				Pride, Excess
		Rose			
			Red			I love you
			Burgundy		I want you
			Orange		Passion
			Pink			Puppy love
			Yellow			Intimate friendship
			Wit			Trust me
			White & Red		Together Forever
			Blue			Extacy
			Black			It’s over!
		
		Tulip
			Red			I love seeing you
			Yellow			Our love is impossible
			White			Forgiveness
			Orange		Enthusiasm
			
Pink			
I wish you the best of luck
			Purple			Peace, Spirituality
			
Mixed colours		
You’ve got beautiful eyes
		Begonia			Watch out!
		Azalea				Be careful
		Marguerite			Innocence
		Viola				Love, Humble

(Flower Council of Holland, 2016)
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4.3 Storylines
The campaign focuses on the meaning of flowers and the stories they tell. To make this understandable
and visual to the audience, several storylines will be brought to life, different flowers involved.
Name: Gerard
Age: 74 years-old
Marital Status: Available
Occupation: Retired
Favrorite movie: The Bucket List
Favorite Flower: Geraniums
Grandfather Gerard always receives different kinds of
flowers from his relatives, but he never receives Geraniums because people say these are for old people
who have nothing left to do. But Gerard knows they
actually mean friendship and encounters.
Name: Luce
Age: 34 years-old
Marital Status: Newly Single
Occupation: Fantasy Memorablia saleswoman
Favrorite movie: Twilight Saga
Favorite Flower: Burgundy Roses
Luce loves black, she loves anime and fantasy and
she loved her boyfriend. Until the moment he showed
up with black roses thinking ‘she loves black’. Everyobdy know they mean to say ‘It’s over!’ right?

Name: Richard
Age: 27 years-old
Marital Status: Currently Dating
Occupation: Student ICT
Favrorite movie: Her
Favorite Flower: Tulips
Richard did not want to bring roses as those would
be too official for a first date. He showed up chose
yellow tulips. If he would’ve know they tend to say ‘our
love is impossible he might have known why the girl
left even before they entered the restaurant.
Name: Jasper
Age: 19 years-old
Marital Status: In a relationship
Occupation: Student Philosophy
Favrorite movie: The Philosophers
Favorite Flower: Poppy
Jasper is a natural philosopher. He tends to overthink
things and at times this drives his girlfriend crazy. To
say he is sorry for not being there for her as much as
she would want to he gives her poppies, which say
everything will be alright.
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Name: Margareth
Age: 59 years-old
Marital Status: Married to Hank
Occupation: Secretary
Favrorite movie: Julie & Julia
Favorite Flower: Peony
Margareth is a wealthy lady who loves to receive
flowers from her Hank. She receives Peonies because
they represent wealth, excess and pride. Hank is very
proud of his woman and they both like to present
their wealth to the world.
Name: Meria & Hakan
Age: 29 & 31 years-old
Marital Status: Newly Weds
Occupation: Receptionist & Hotel owner
Favrorite movie: Slumdog Millionaire
Favorite Flower: Roses
Meria and Hakan just got married on a sunny island.
Because of the sunny climate chose yellow roses and
tulips. But when the heroes told them they stand for
impossible love and intimate friendship they decided
to go with the for ever together red and white roses.
Name: Jonathan & Sandy
Age: 6 & 5 years-old
Marital Status: Puppy Lovers
Occupation: Pupils
Favrorite movie: Barbie & Pokemon
Favorite Flower: Pink Roses
Look at this little guy, he gets it. Kids dare to say
what the find and feel and as it seems they also
have an intuition for flowers and their message. These
pink flowers are perfect to ask little Sandy to be his
very first girlfriend as they represent ‘puppy love’.
Name: Elham & Murad
Age: 27 & 29 years-old
Marital Status: Newly weds
Occupation: Student laws & Lawyer
Favrorite movie: Titanic & The Devil’s Advocate
Favorite Flower: Roses & Marguerites
Elham & Murad just got married, she loves burgundy
roses. But as they stand for passion and sex and they
are religious that would not be right... This is why they
chose marguerites, red roses and violas since they
represent innocence, love and humbleness.
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Chapter 5. Story per medium
Each medium is connected to another medium, some even in both ways. So does the TV commercial
activate to visit Facebook and to download the app, it also activates to visit Instagram to get to know
more about the characters in the commercials. Each medium contains characters as those that were
introduces as our ‘Sexy Flower Daddies’ and the storyline will evolve around the stories in chapter 4.
First I will present an overview on the mediums used, then I will explain what they do and how they are
being applied.
5.1 Media List
The media that will be used during the campaign are the following:
-

Website
Facebook Page FLower Council of Holland
Facebook Page Sexy Flower Daddies as concept and profiles for the dads
TV commercials
Instagram
Online flower/occasion matching contest
Live events in shopping malls, in city centres, at airports and on the market.

5.2 What do these media do?
Website:		
The website provides information on the concept (meaning of flowers, introduction
			
of the title ‘triumph or tragedy’) and redirects to the facebookpage of Flower
			Council of Holland.
Facebookpage I:
The Facebookpage of the Flower Council of Holland provides general information
			
as well but also introduces the concept by showing the commercials as they are
			
shown on TV, but only the first part, leaving people wonder what went wrong in the
			
situation and to make them curious to find out what flowers would be better. In
			
these videos contain a link to the Facebookpage of the concept. (II)
Facebookpage II
The Facebookpage of the concept ‘Triumph or Tragedy: Sexy Flower Daddies’,
			
introduces the storylines as a whole and asks people questions on several
			
situations such as ‘what would be the perfect match in this occasion and why?’ in
			
order to create engagement. It also shows comments and messages on the page
			
by the Sexy Flower Daddies that could lead people to their pages (III)
TV commercials:
These show the storylines of the people as introduced in chapter 4 with a
			
situation going wrong because of the wrong flowers. The viewer is asked what
			
went wrong? They are invited to visit the Facebook page and the website to find
			the answer.
Instagram:		
Instagram is linked to the Facebook page of the concept (II). The instagram page
			
shows a glimpse of the Sexy Flower Daddies, but only a voice and blurred view,
			
or only parts of the body partly covered in flowers, a smile etcetera. To find out
			
more, several videos will have to be watched, leading to the personal Facebook
			
pages of the daddies.
Facebookpage (III): The Facebookpages of the daddies on their turn, show the day to day life of the
			
daddies. Their kids, their work, but most of all their superhero work, with situations
			
they saved. Of course these situations include the ones shown in the TV
			commercial.
Contest:		
The facebookpage of Flower Council of Holland (I) and the concept (II) holds a
			
‘Flower and Occasion matching contest’. If answered right, visitors will be in the
			
running to win a free bunch of their favourite flowers as they are given away every
			
week. The grand price is a meet and greet with the Sexy Flower Daddies for
			
themselves and a friend. Every contestant receives 10 percent discount on a
			
bunch of flowers from over 10 euros, at designated shops throughout the country.
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Live events:		
			
			
			
			
			
			

The live events being are held in shopping centres, city centres, on the market and
at airports. The Sexy Flower Daddies will be informing people on the right
choice of flowers in a way that is quite provocative and exciting as they are
only wearing pants and further are solely covered with flowers during these
ludique live events. On the pages and the website the kids join, they play a role in
the story, especially to create the typical ‘women love single dads’-cliche. .
Nothing is more irresistable than single men with kids. Sexy daddies are attractive.

Promovideo:		
The promo video will be shown on all Facebook pages, and snippets on the Sexy
			
Flower Dads’ Instagram page, it has spectacular music, colourful images, lots of
			
flowers, cute kids and sexy men. all ingredients for an attractive promotion video.
			
The application of this video will be presented in a short script, presented in
			Chapter 6.1.
Story Tags:		
			
			
			
			

On the bouquets of flowers sold in the affiliated flowershops (those who sell and
give away the discount and the won bouquets as provided by participating in
the quiz), story tags are installed. Each bouquet contains a tag with the logo,
name and Facebook page link of the campaign on one side and on the other
side the message the flowers, people just bought, tell.

5.3 Brief application
These mediums are all ready to use on their own, but they do make curious. The website is mostly
informative, the Flower Council of Holland page is already more visual, but Instagram page is showing sexy body
parts, smiles and male voices, which is much more exciting. I will propose a way to enter the campaign as you will
see these are all equally attractive.
Website: the website shows information and has a link to the Facebookpage of Flower Council of Holland. This
Facebookpage shows parts of the TV commercial, the story is understandable, but to see the whole story you
will have to watch the commercial. The TV commercial shows the stories, these are complete and nice short stories
on their own. But to get to know more about the characters in the story line people have to visit the concept’s
Facebookpage. There they will comment and post on the page, if people pay attention this way people can get
to the Sexy Flower Daddies’ Facebookpages. These Facebookpages show the videos as shared on Instagram with
voices, a smile, body parts.
The Daddies can be followed in their journey on their Facebookpages, by paying attention people can find out
where the Daddies will be one of those days to attend a live event.
As you will be able to see in the image below, every medium is linked to another. By entering through the TV commecial people will be sent to the Website and the concept’s Facebookpage, from there the story goes on. Every
medium is understandable as the information about the meaning of flowers is key, but by linking mediums combined
in whatever way possible, people get to see the whole story, possibly leading to meeting the Sexy Flower Daddies
in real life.
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5.4 Story per medium
This chapter will give an overview on the specific story of the four main channels used in this Transmedia
Storytelling campaign. The four main channels are:
-

Promo Video
TV commercial
Instagram
Facebook pages Sexy Flower Dads

5.4.1 Promo Video
The Promo video will introduce the campaign to the audience, first by using snippets on television with
an announcement and the sexy flower dads as a trigger. After a few days the name of the campaign is
added and a link to the website where the full video will be accessible. The promo video is a very visual medium. In chapter 6 a full script for the video can be found. The story the video tells is the story of
a young woman called Luce. Her boyfriend gives her black roses because black is het favourite colour.
She thinks he’s breaking up with her, since that is the meaning these flowers have, so a fight starts. Luckily
the flower dads and their kids are there to save the day. Links to other media such as the website of
social media channels such as Facebook could be hinted in questions like: ‘Would you like these Sexy
Dads to save your day?’, ‘Soon on a location near you’. The promo video visualises one of the many
possible situations people can get into due to their lack of knowledge on the meaning of flowers.
5.4.2 TV commercial
First the promo video is shown on television, after a week when the kick off took place by publishing the
full length promo video online on both website and Facebook, the video is being replaced with other
specific stories where the lack of knowledge could lead to misunderstandings and crises. An example of
a specific story line would be;
A woman comes home and finds out she received a bunch of callas flowers from her neighbour. The
bouquet contains a handwritten card from her neighbour saying: ‘Because you are always by my side’.
A lovely gesture, but we see the woman with a confused expression. The commercial stops and asks the
viewer the question: ‘Why so upset?’
After a few minutes the commercial returns with a Sexy Flower Dad handing the woman white Iris flowers.
The woman smiles and thanks the dad, hanging the card she received from her neighbour on the new
bouquet. The commercial ends with the words: ‘curious what just happened? Visit our Facebook Page’.
On the Facebook Page the commercial is shown with a description on the story where the situation is
being explained by one of the Sexy Flower Dads.
To explain what actualy went wrong here: A callas flower is not a ‘thank you’ flower but a flower that
represents the emotions that come with mourn. White Iris flowers stand for ‘wisdom’ and for ‘your friendship
means a lot to me’.
The TV commercial tend to make people think about what went wrong an to reflect on their own knowledge on these situations. Another link that could be made is the one with the online matching contest
on Facebook where users match situations/occasions with types of flowers. By doing so they can win
prices.
5.4.3 Instagram
Instagram is the most activating channel in the campaign. Daily photos and videos are being posted
with triggering images interesting to the target group existing of women between the ages of 25 and
40. These images and videos contain hints such as those that will be visualised in chapter 5.5. For
example a video of a Sexy Dad running on the streets on a mission with the description: ’Can you tell
where he’s heading? He’ll be near you soon!’ Women following the hints might recognize the location and
will have the opportunity to meet the dad and win free flowers if they follow instructions. This is a link to
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This is a link to the live events where people can meet the dads. They will tell you all about the meaning
of flowers in the store and of course they gladly take a picture with you.
Another option on the Instagram page is to activate people to actually think about the meaning of
flowers, they can help the Sexy Dads. Users can comment below and there is a link to the contest on the
Facebook page.
The Message could be:

ATTTENTION! The dads are on another mission, but this time, they have no idea how to settle in
this situation! Will you help them?
Comment below, time is of the essence!”
It is key to build a sort of community evolving around flowers, represented by Sexy Flower Dads.This will
help bring flowers up as a topic in conversations, matching the Flower Council of Holland’s mission.
A visual example of this message can be found in Chapter 5.5.
5.4.4 Facebook Sexy Flower Dads
The Sexy Flower Dads all have their own Facebookpages. On these pages the personal lives with their
kids are being published. Key is to bond with the target group and to create sorts of parasocial relationships btween the dads and the target group. These pages can only be accessed by following hints
and links on the Instagram page and descriptions on the campaign’s Facebookpage. An example of a
link to a personal page can be found in chapter 5.5.
On the personal Facebook page of ‘Alex Mc Combe’, one of the flower dads personal publications
can be found, giving information on his (fictional) personal life, time spent with his child and adventures
linking to flower situations. These situations link to stories as shown in the Television commercials, and on
the Instagram page.
A story could be about a day at the beach with his daughter, showing pictures of the sexy dad building sand castles with his child. When walking to the car he sees a young woman buying flowers for
her mother. The woman tells the salesperson she wants to tell her mother how much she appreciates her
and that she wants to wish her luck on her job application the next day. The dad and his daughter see
that she’s buying white tulips and decide to come to the rescue.
The dad describes on his page that the woman was supposed to buy pink tulips as these represent
luck and appreciation, but she bought white ones. White tulips represent ‘forgiveness’, which is not the
message the woman would like to carry out.
The dad could bring in a link on the contest where users can try matching occasions and flowers themselves, but he could also directly ask users if he could help them solve situation so that users can comment below directly. These pages are constantly monitored by a social media team.
5.5 Use of Media - Examples
To visualize the chosen media I designed some examples of the channels as they can be used in the
campaign. TV commercial - “What would be the right flowers for the occasion? Find out on out
Facebook page.”

“Because you are always by
my side” The flowers actually
stand for mourn...

“I love you mum” Pink Tulips are
for luck but white are for
forgiveness. What did she do?

“I bought flowers for my dad’s
garden” not knowing carnation
flowers say someone is
unpredictable, erratic, unreliable..
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Live Event - Sexy Flower Dads visit flower stands, markets, airports and shopping malls

Instagram- On Instagram visitors are being teased with pictures of beautiful men, this is an introduction
to the flower heroes and a link to their Facebook pages where visitors can get to know the men and
their kids. They will see their journey and learn more about the meaning of flowers in a playful way. Some
photos also link to the Facebook page of the concept, so these three media are being linked.

								Link to one of the Dad’s Facebook pages
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Link
to
the
Facebook
page
of
the
concept ‘Triumph or Tragedy: Sexy Flower Dads
When these kinds of messages are posted on the instagram
they might not only contain a link to the Facebook page
of one of the dads or the concept’s Facebook, but it can
also invite visitors to help het dads out, to get involved.
“ATTTENTION! The dads are on another mission,
but this time, they have no idea how to settle in this
situation!
Will
you
help
them?
Comment

below,

time

is

of

the

essence!”

Messages like this will invite people to join the
community
the
campaign
will
kind
of
create. At the same time people will be more and more
aware of the message flowers give in certain
situations, which is the main goal of the campaign.
Facebook Page - Sexy Flower Dad (Alex Mc Combe)
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Facebook Page concept: Triumph or Tragedy - Sexy Flower Dads

All the mediums are linke together. On the next page you will see possible connections. This shows that
all media are connected to one another, most of the mediums are connected in both ways. This shows
that entering the campaign in any of these mediums will not influence the impact and it will not limit the
gathering of information nor the impact.
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5.6 Media Links and Rabbitholes (User Journey)
All media are linked together, most of them in more than one way. This makes that this is a transmedia
storytelling concept. Rabbitholes are mainly to be found in TV commercials and on instragram. Only by
viewing photos and videos on instagram the personal pages of the dads can be found, this way people can gather more information on the personal quests of the lives of the dads. TV commercials give
hints about the kids as well as they show glimpses on the promovideo. More on the kids and dads can
be found on instagram and on their Facebook pages and since these pages are only being accessed
by paying attention to several mediums, these are the rabbitholes where more hidden information can
be uncovered. Entering the campaign through any of these mediums will not have a negative or limiting
influence and it will not limit the gathering of information nor the impact.

Website The Flower Council of Holland
Facebook The Flower Council of Holland

Facebook concept: Triumph or tragedy

Online Contest Quiz 10 matching
flowers & occasions Questions
Get 10% discount, win a bunch of your
favourite flowers every week,
Bunch of your favourite Flowers and
ultimately a meet & greet with the Dads
Live Event: Meet the Sexy Dads

TV commercial Character Stories

Instagram glimpse of the sexy dads
Facebook pages dads, daily life stories,
saved occasions and telling people to
join the contest to meet them

Promovideo for the campaign containing epic
action music, colours, lots of flowers, cute kids
and sexy single dads
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Chapter 6. Script
In this chapter I will present an example of a script on the strategy execution, in this case the promovideo as this is the launch of the campaign.
6.1 Script example
NOTES

Scratch Pad

Beat 1 – Opening Image
Flower Field – sun rays – lots of flowers, tree with a little girl (July,
7) sitting on a swing, little boy (Sam, 5) sits in the grass, they laugh.
Music: sweet and fairytale like
Text: what if we all knew…
Beat 2
Girl in fifties fantasy polka dot dress (Luce, 34), walking with her
boyfriend
Extra sound: Singing birds
Beat 3 – Theme Stated (Meaning produces emotion)
Text: What flowers tell us
Beat 4 – Inciting Incident
Boyfriend present a bunch of black roses as a gift
Sound & Music: Silence
Beat 8
The Unknowing is watching from behind the tree representing the
boyfriend’s unknowing state.
Music: Epic beatdrum
Beat 9 – Debate
The Conscience shows up to battle the Unknowing. Telling him to
overthink his choice.
Beat 10 – Break into act II
Music: epic action music
Sexy Flower dads come walking in through the field
With sexy but strong steps on the beat
Beat 11
Girl and boy change into their superhero costume and join the sexy
Dads
Beat 12 – B-story
The dads and the kids move towards the couple to help save the
day.
Beat 13 – Pinch 1 (reminder of central conflict)
Scenario 1: the boyfriend gives Luce the black roses waiting for her
to smile and kiss him.
Beat 14
She is not happy it all
Beat 15 – Progressive Complications
Does he not know roses are for a break-up?
The Conscience shakes his head
Music: swelling drums
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NOTES

Scratch Pad

Beat 17 - All is Lost
Luce hits her boyfriend with the black roses, yells at him and
fiercely walks away through the field.
Beat 16 – Pinch 2
Reminder on the Sexy Dads approaching to save the day, see them
walking through sun rays
Beat 17 – Total Despair (Almost)
The boyfriend is in total despair, he does not know what just
happened, black is her favorite color…
Beat 18 – Twist
Rewind time, seeing images go back to the moment the dads
walked into the screen
Beat 19 – Resolution
The dads and their kids start running towards the couple
Beat 20
They take away the black roses and exchange them for burgundy
red ones, with the speeds faster than light
Beat 21
Luce throws herself into his arms, pinches his cheeks and butt and
they walk off together.
Music: passionate swell
Beat 22
The dads take their kids on their arms
Text: Triumph or tragedy: Sexy flower dads to the rescue
(tragedy it being scratched out on the screen.
They wink to the camera with a smile.
Music: turning into fairytale music again
Beat 23 – Final image
They turn around and walk off with sunrays in their backs.
Text: A Campaign by the Flower Council of Holland
Facebook links to the page of the concept.
Music: Fairytale fade-out

(Botkin, I., 2010)

BUSINESS

Chapter 7, goals & kpi
7.1 Goals1: economic
For the Flower Council of Holland this campaign is of interest to gain more loyal fans in the target
group as described in chapter 8. The way the campaign is being set up, using mediums that are often
used by this target group it is easier to reach them. Making use of the characters in the stories offers a
reflection of day-to-day situations with flowers involved and the sexy single dads are attractive to any
woman in the age of the target group.
By reaching more followers and fans awareness on the importance of flowers rises and flowers become a
topic of dicussion on several media, which is the goal of The Flower Council of Holland.
To make flowers a daily topic in the lives of people around the world.
7.2 Goal 2: artistic, emotional
The sexy men create an emotion of sensuality and adoration. It is important for the Flower Council of
Holland to link these feelings to flowers as their goal is to get more people to talk about flowers and
to buy and admire flowers. The use of sexy men has proven to be effective in earlier promotional campaigns held by The Flower Council of Holland. This is why these characters are introduced again, but
this time they take their kids with them. The kids represent honesty, as they always say what they feel and
think which we, as adults, find a little harder.
7.3 Goal 3: user need
Knowing what message flowers send to the receiver adds an extra emotional layer to the gift. The
emotional addition this holds gives an extra indication of the thoughts someone has given to picking
the right flowers for the person or occasion. People should understand that picking the right flowers can
add an extra touch to the experience as flowers should bring happiness, but only if this is appropriate
with the given situation. The way this campaign is being set up takes away yhe dry material on what
flowers tell us, by adding sexy men and their kids. Nothing is more irressistable than single dads.
7.4: KPI
Having established a rise of 15% in female fans in the age between 25 and 40 before the end of 2016.

Chapter 8, target audience
8.1 Target audience of the story
The target audience of the story are women in the age of 25 till 40 years-old. These women are
studying, working and some of them are moms. They like to see sexy men, as has been proven by earlier
campaigns by The Flower Council of Holland. This target group connects to the one that the company already addresses. The campaign overall focuses on more than one group witht he use of several
media.
The TV commercial focuses on all kinds of people as these show stories of day-to-day characters that
both men and women of all ages can relate to. The Flower Council of Holland website and Facebook
page are adressing both sexes as these are more neutral. The promovideo focuses on women in the
age of 25 to 40 years-old as well as the video contains the sexy dads and their kids again. Although
this video could be liked by men as well as they might want to identify with the heroic men shown.
The facebook page of the campaign could be attractive for men and women but this channel also
focuses on women as can be seen in the medium section of this report. The Instagram is a pure teaser
for women in the designated target group range.
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Chapter 9, budgeting
9.1 Resources
To be able to execute the campaign there is need for a team to make the video. The team, actors and
the video need to be paid for as well as the location and accessories The actors used to function as
the sexy flower dads for the video, campaign photos and live events need to be hired. Kids need to be
searched for on a voluntary basis, with their parents’ permission involved. They are only needed every
now and then but to start off they will be needed for the video and for a photo session.
During the recording and shooting lunch and/or dinner needs to be provided as well as drinks and
snacks.
People are needed to maintain the media channels such as Facebook posts and Instagram. As it is
important to make the characters (sexy dads) look real their Facebook pages should be well
maintained, which is a time consuming job, as these pages should show their day-to-day activities and
rescued situations. These situations and day-to-day actions will have to be filmed and photographed
on forehand.
For the ‘flower and occasion’ matching quiz online, discount vouchers need to be designed and there
has to be a consultation with flower shops in the country to seek cooperation for the 10% discount given to all participants. Also bouquets for the winners need to be provided as one bouquet a week will
be given away for a certain amount of time (for example 4 months/ 4x4 =16 bouquets)
9.2 Scale
This campaign will run on a national scale but might also be adopted internationally as was the case
for previous campaigns as well. Those campaigns ran in The Netherlands, Germany and France.

Chapter 10, business model
To get the campaign to succeed a business model is involved. The main focus of The Flower Council of
Holland is ideological, to bring up flowers as a daily topic in the lives of people around the world. This
is why the council does not really have an eye on the money. It is important though to be able to keep
the flower market alive that people will keep buying flowers, which is why fans are being created.
Indirect cash flow is of the essence in this campaign.
10.1 Explanation on the indirect business model
For this campaign, as said, the council does not have a goal set on profit since they strive for an idelogic goal, but the involved partners do. For example flowershops giving discount and therefore connect
themselves to the campaign. With the success of the campaign the sales of flowers rise, helped by the
discount as given by participating in the quiz. The rise of these sales means a rise on flowers being a
topic of conversation. Next time people give flowers they might tell the story behind the flowers they
bought, helped by the tags on the bouquet. These tags refer to the campaign, creating a loop and
getting more people interested in the campaign and overall the meaning of flowers. A rise in sales for
the shops and rise of awareness on the message of flowers means a rise of interest on the topic itself
which matches the goal the Flower Council of Holland carries out.
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Chapter 10b, PRoduction team
10b.1.1Who am I?
My name is Danielle van Berkom, I am 25 years-old and I
live in The Netherlands. I am a student at Fontys Academy for Creative Industries and I am currently following the
course Transmedia Storytelling.I am a
notionalist, a perfectionist and a visual creative.
My areas of expertise are communication, marketing,
trendwatching, design and overall creativity. I am
specialized in entertainment purposes but I am mainly
very interested in developing concepts and strategies
that help brands and businesses flourish.

10b.2 Who do I need?
To bring the campaign to life I will need a team to create and develop content such as photos and
videos. I need a team of social media experts that will help me maintain the pages of the campaign
and those of the characters. The Flower Council of Holland has a team of specialists on social media as
the page of the Flower Council of Holland and the ‘Funny how flowers do that’/’Mooi wat bloemen doen’
is accurately updates on adaily basis. I will needa actors as well to play the role of sexy flower dads
and I need kids figurants as well as characters for the day-to-day stories on the Facebook pages and
in the TV commercials.
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DESIGN

Chapter 11. terms & conditions
11.1 Physical Resources
To be able to make use of the services provided users will for example need to have access to a
television, internet, smartphone, computer and they will have to attend live events which will be held at
local public areas such as the a shopping center, market place, supermarket or airport. There’s no need
to have access to all of these channels, they merely are an addition to one another. Access to the
internet is the main condition for users need, so they will be able to follow the story online with the use
of Facebook, Instagram and the website. The main storylines will be told online, the television commercial
and live events are additions to these main storylines.
11.2 Privacy Statement
As for a privacy statement, people online will be asked if they agree to submit their name and
contact information by using privacy statement buttons. For example with the online ‘Flower and Occasion matching contest’ where users will match flowers and occasions they will submit their personal details
to be able to win a bouquet of their favourite flowers or the grand price, a meet and greet with the
Sexy Flower Dads for themselves and a friend.
Same goes for the stories users are allowed to submit about situations with flowers they remember from
their own lives, and questions about what flowers will match an certain situation. When submitting their
stories or questions they will fill in a form online which contains a terms and conditions agreement at the
end of the form.
Use of users’ private details goes no further than name and contact details to be able to contact them
if they are winners, if their question is being answered, and to credit them when their real-life story is
being published and to be able to monitor the impact of the campaign.

Chapter 12, platforms & Channels
12.1 Media
Media that are part of the project are:
- internet: Website, Facebookpages (Flower Council of Holland, campaign, Flower Dads characters),
Instagram page
- Television: Commercials
- Live events
- Story tags
12.2 Commercial Benefits
The media used has been carefully chosen as the belief is each medium strengthens another medium.
To be able to reach a big target group it is important to work both offline and online and on several
channels to there a different moments in time where contact can be made with different users. On the
next page the benefits of each medium will be explained.
Online
Website
The website is a source of information. I will give users the ability to get information on what The Flower
Council of Holland does and the existence of the campaign and the key information on what flowers
mean and do. The benefit of using this medium is providing a clear overview that links all channels of
the campaign.

Facebookpage Flower Council of Holland
The Facebookpage of the Flower Council is merely an informative channel, like the website except for
the fact that the campaign is being made more visual with hints and links to the actual campaign. The
benefit of this medium again is providing information, but also an introduction to the campaign.
Facebookpage campaign
On the campaign’s Facebookpage the campaign is being introduced with the promovideo, it exists to
provide information but above al to awaken curiosity. It will invite users to get curious and to get involved in the campaign by sending in questions and real-life situation but also by competing in the matching contest. The benefit is a closer contact with users.
Facebookpage Flower Dads
These Facebookpages are being used to create a kind of parasocial relationship between the dads
and the users. A parasocial relationship means that the user feels as if the dads are real and accessible. The pages provide updates on the dad’s lives, their acventures, their kids and the campaign in
connection to these stories. The benefit of this medium is a closer contact and a growing curiosity in the
dads. This might trigger the entry numbers in the matching contest, the visits of the live events and the
awareness of the campaign as a whole.
Contest
The contest offers a discount, a free bouquet on a weekly basis and the chance on a meet and greet
with the Sexy Flower Dads. It is a matching contest where users will have to match flowers and situations.
They will leave their contact details and they will agree to be contacted if they have won. Of course
these details will not be made public and they will only be used to contact winners, credit them when
their stories are being published and to monitor the impact of the campaign. The benefit of the campaign is that it provides an insight on the impact of the campaign as it shows knowledge and interest
in the meaning of flowers and it gives the council the ability to contact users for example through a
newsletter. Overall it provides closer and more direct contact with users.
Promovideo
The promovideo will be used on the campaign’s Facebook page to be utilised as an introduction to
the campaign. As the storyline, described in the script in chapter 6 on page 22, evokes imagination,
inspiration and interest the benefit is a growth in interest on the campaign and increasing curiosity on
the story, the dads and flowers. The dads and their kids as they are visualised in the video will make the
video a top of mind item in conversations, which is the main goal the Flower Council of Holland aims at.
Instagram page campaign
The Instagram page visualises the story lines with the use of dads and their adventures. Sexy body
parts are being shown and grow curiosity, sometimes a sweet child comes by as on of the dad’s kids.
This strengthens the story. As shown in chapter 5.3 in the section ‘brief application’ help is needed, users
are asked to help out. The benefit of the use of this medium is that it will ask users to get involved in the
story. It will ask them to make use of several media which will grow the impact of the campaign.
Offline
Television
On television real-life stories will be shown in snippets. First a story that is on the edge, about to go
wrong because of the wrong flowers. The viewer and thus user is being asked what goes wrong here.
About a minute later the answer is being given with a sexy man handing the right flowers to the person
in that certain situation. A link to the website and Facebook campaign is being shown.
The benefit of the television commercials is the reach of users that are not very active online and that
need an extra motivation to do so. The main target group of this campaign (young women 25-40 y.o.)
is a group that makes a lot of use of the internet and that spends a lot of time online. They do not
need the commercials for extra activation, they might need it as a reminder. The benefit is that these
commercials could grow interest in the meaning of flowers and the visualisation with a sexy man could
make these commercials en top of mind conversation topic.
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Live Events
The Live events can be seen as an extra dimension to the campaign. They are random and won’t be
announced a long time in advance except for some important moments in time, for example the meet
and greet that can be won by entering the matching contest. These live ents will bring people in
contact with the campaign, the message of flowers and the main characters: the Sexy Flower Dads. The
benefit of these live events is that these events creat awareness amongst people that haven’t seen the
television commercials yet, or haven’t found out about the online campaign. It will increase the reach of
the campaign and again will turn it into a conversation topic.
Story tags
On the bouquets of flowers sold in the affiliated flowershops (those who sell and give away the
discount and the won bouquets as provided by participating in the quiz), story tags can be found.
These tags contain the logo, name and Facebook page of the campaign on one side and on the
other side the story the flowers in the bouquet tell. These tags therefore are informative and linking.
12.3 Availability
The media as described above are all free platforms except for the story tags which come with the
purchase of a bouquet in stores. These media are freely accessible but not all easy to find as they are
linked through several other media. It is not necessary to have knowledge about all these channels to
undrstand, follow and appreciate the campaign but they do add pieces to the puzzle.

Chapter 13, Timelines & key moments
The campaign will be typical summer campaign with sexy man wearing little clothes and the promo
video showing a field of flowers, sun rays and blossoming trees. There is no specific channel to begin
with but the most common entry channels are the website, television campaign or Facebook
advertisements. The campaign will run from the beginning of april until the end of August. There is a
launch that exists of the release of the promo video on the website, the Facebook page of the
campaign, Facebook advertisement and snippets on television one week before the official start of the
campaign. After this week the real-life story commercial on television will replace the promo snippets
nad the campaign will start. The contest will be announced on Facebook and the dads will be
introduced on several media.
All media is immediately accessible except for above mentioned parts after the first pre-week. This does
not mean all users will access all media right away as these media will be solely linked by certain other
media. It is more like a puzzle where pieces are missing than a ready to fill in puzzle. For example the
Facebookpages of the Sexy Flower Dads can only be accessd by following hints and links on the Instagram page etcetera.
The campaign can be extended or repeated as wished, but the set end date will be the first week of
September because then the meet and greet as which can be won by entering the contest will take
place. This will be announced at the start of the campaign in April.
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Chapter 14, Branding
Why does this campaign fit the brand so well?
As can be seen in the first chapter of this report the Flower Council of Holland wants flowers to be a
top of mind topic in conversations worldwide. In previous campaigns they used sexy men with little
clothes in their advantage and with great success. The campaigns ‘favourite flowers’ and ‘command
cupid’ made use of this concept and gathered a lot of attention.
To give the brand an extra dimension this new campaign makes use of these sexy man but then in the
role of dads, because what is more irresistable and desirable than a man that is great with kids?!
Especially for the chosen target group, women in the age of 25 until 40 years old these men have an
attractive image.
Since the previous campaigns have proven success, this campaign works on these same levels and
with the same visuals in the form of sexy men but with an extra touch that grants the interest of the
target group.

Chapter 15, lessons learned
My lessons learned (Tips & Tops)
During the process I got really excited. After a slow and difficult start as I did this whole assignment
by myself with a busy schedule aside I at first had no idea how to get to work with all the information
received. Luckily the teacher helped me out, giving me information, tips and new insights.
Once I found a subject I immediately had the idea to do something with kids. When talking about it in
class people told me it might be a little too sweet seeing the previous campaigns and the image of the
Flower Council of Holland. The brand/company apparently likes to ‘shock’ the audience aiming to bring
flowers top of mind when having conversations.
I surprisingly had written this down a few minutes earlier which was a confirmation for me to start working
with it. I spent many hours defining characters, stories and media I would be using in the campaign.
Once I am in my creative bubble things go fast, but I am a perfectionist. Every details needs to be right
and exactly the way I want it. I don’t take half work as a success. This at the same time slows me down.
With my busy schedule aside my study traject I have limited time to work with the perfectionism I oblige
myself to work with. This means I spent many hours during many nights redefininf, shaping and perfecting
again.
When delivered I found out I had missed to entire pages of the assignment, resulting in ot even such a
bad grade, but in completetely missing chapters. My perfectionism failed me for the first time in my life.
After all I am pretty happy with the result though and I think now I have adjusted the report a bit and
added some missing pieces, it is much more of a clear story. Expecially now I have described why it fits
the brand so well I believe the whole campaign makes sense.
So here are my tips and tops for myself to work on and cherish:
Tips:
1. Do not rush, try to keep an eye on the timetable and make sure to read the whole assignment.
2. Think deeper per medium as specific stories were missing
3. Do not criticize every little detail, try to keep an eye on the overall product, I tend to get distracted.
Tops:
1. Perfectionism is a top and a tip, since it helps me deliver good work but slows me down as well.
2. Creative bubble, in my creative bubble I come up with new ideas and I do not stop until I have my
creativie process fully visualized and written down.
3. I found something I really like. By following this course I discovered how much I love telling stories and
how I love to strenghten a brand with storytelling. This is why my internship will be one where telling
stories is a big task. I think I can still grow and I am motivated to do so!
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Sexy Flower Dads

TRIUMPH OR TRAGEDY
to the Rescue
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